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Abstract

In this paper we present the basic mathematical tools for treating boundary value problems

for the Maxwell's equations in three-dimensional axisymmetric domains with reentrant edges

by means of partial Fourier analysis. We consider the decomposition of the classical and regu-

larized time-harmonic three-dimensional Maxwell's equations into variational equations in the

plane meridian domain of the axsiymmetric domain and define suitable weighted Sobolev spaces

for their treatment. The trace properties of these spaces on the rotational axis and some prop-

erties of the solutions are proved, which are important for further numerical treatment, e.g. by

the finite-element method. Particularly, a priori estimates of the solutions of the reduced system

are given and the asymptotic behavior of these solutions near reentrant corners of the meridian

domain is explicitly described by suitable singular functions.
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I Introduction

We consider the electromagnetic fields It, 1�1 (k the electric field and 1� the magnetic field)

of time-harmonic three-dimensional Maxwell's equations in a bounded domain �2 containing an

isotropic and homogeneous medium with permittivity E, permeability y and conductivity O', and

subject to perfect conductor boundary conditions (cf. 16, 27, 28]):

(i) -iEpwE + curl = J + -LuE in Q,

(ii) iwh + curl t 0 in

(iii) P, A l = , h i = on

where is a given divergence free current density, is a non-zero constant called the pulsation

of the electromagnetic fields and fi is the unit outward normal on the boundary f = 09!� of C2 It

follows from the condition div = that the electromagnetic fields It, h I are also divergence

free. Thanks to equation (1.1)(ii) the magnetic field can be eliminated from the system (1.1)

and we obtain a simplified problem

(i) curl curl t - a't k in f2,

(ii) tAii=O on f,

where a = W2(6 - iulw)p and -iwpi. For the Hilbert space formulation of 1.2 we

introduce the function spaces (cf. [15, 19, 28])

'H(curl,!�) E (L2 (f�))3 curl-� E (L2(f�))'11
� 1,

WO(curlf2) -;�EH(curl,!�):,�,Aii=o on IF (1.3)

equipped with the norm

(p 1/2,�112 + 11curl _�, 11 2 (f�))3 (1.4)
(L2(f�))' (L2

The variational solution of the boundary value problem 1.2) is obtained as follows: Find E

Wo(curl,!�) such that

2(curl fi, curl a V') =: j(Vr), V-V E 'Ho (curl, f2), (1.5)

where is the usual scalar product in the Hilbert space L2 of complex-valued functions.

Theorem 1.1 (cf. [1, 15, 28, 35, 36]). Let f2 C R be a bounded domain with at least

Lipschitz continuous boundary P. Suppose a = and Ce2 is not an eigenvalue of the operator

curl curl. Then there exists a unique solution fl E 'Ho (curl, !�) of the variational problem (1.5).

Moreover, the solution C satisfies the a priori estimate

C 11 2 (!�)), +curl 1p 11 2 < C11fl12 - (1.6)
( L (L2(fl))"- (L2 (q))3'

We will assume wherever necessary in this paper that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are

fulfilled.
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Remark 1. 1. (i) The choice of the space of tial functions (1 3) Z's not unique (cf. 14, 15 2).

(ii) The operator fi �-+ curl curl fi - a2f, is not elliptic and as consequence it is not possible

to apply the usual Hl-conforming nodal finite element method (cf. [10]) to approximate the

solution of the variational equation (1.5) and otherfinite element methods have to be eployed

(cf. 7 17, 3M)-

A widely used alternative formulation of the boundary value problem 1.2) is the so-called

regularized Maxwell's equations cf. [8, 22, 23, 29]). We observe that the solution of 1.2)

satisfies div 0 in f� and also the system

- 2
(i) -AE - a E = f in Q,
(ii) A i 0 on �, (1.7)
(iii) divb 0 on P,

since -t = curl curl t - grad div fE. On the other hand a solution of 1.7) satisfies (1.2).

The divergence free condition (1.7)(iii) on the boundary is necessary for this equivalence of

solution (cf. [8, 29]). The system 1.7) is called regularized Maxwell's equations and can be

solved in place of the classical equations 1.2). For the variational formulation we introduce the

Hilbert space

'ho(curldiv) E Wo(curl,!� : divV E (L2(f�))' (1.8)

equipped with the norm

(11VII2 + 1curl V112 + j1div V112 1/2 (1.9)
IIVIIw(curldiv) = (L (L2 L2 ('�) )

The variational solution of (1. 7) is given as follows: Find fi E 'Ho (curl, div) such that

6(fiV) = (curl1ftcurlV)+(divfidivV)-a 2(1h, V = �, V = h(V), VV E ho(curl, div). (1.10)

Theorem 12 ([8, 13, 14, 29]). Let C R3 be a bounded domain with at least Lipschitz

continuous boundary P. Suppose a =,A 0 and that a2 is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet-Laplace

operator on S�, then for any E (L2(f2))', there exists a unique solution E WO(curl, div of

the variational problem (1.10). Moreover, the solution fi satisfies the a priori estimate

II.aII2 + 11curl fiII2 + II div 6112 < CjIkII2 (I. 1 1)
(L2(f�))�' (L2 (h)) L2 (n) - (L2(1�))3'

We observe that the operator fi -Afi - a2ft is elliptic. Thus the solution of the variational

equations (1.10) can be approximated by means of the usual Hl-conforming nodal finite element

method. However, this approach leads to an approximation of the solution 6 only if the domain

!� is convex. This can be explain by the fact that for convex domains the space 'Ho (curl, div)

coincides with the space (cf [15, 19])

HNO) V E H1 (!�))3 A fi = 0 on
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equipped with the canonical norm of H'(�2))' and in which the sesquilinear form 6(fl, -�) is also

coercive (cf. [12]).

If the domain !� fails to be convex, e.g. if it contains reentrant edges, then the solution of

(1.10) exhibit singularities (cf. 6 1, 13, 31]) and it can be shown (cf. 6 291) that in this

case Hjv(!�) is a closed subspace of WO(curldiv) with an infinite codimension. As any finite

element subspace which is curl - div conforming is contained in HNO), it is impossible, even

with graded mesh refinements, to approximate the solution of (1.10) by H-conforming nodal

finite elements if !� is nonconvex. Thus, other adaptive discretization methods for the regularized

problem (1.10), which employ the Hl-conforming finite elements, have to be sort. We mention

here two different approaches.

The singular field method This method introduces into the finite element subspaces the

singular functions (cf 3 4 7 20, 23, 291). Thus, the method requires that the structure

of the singular solutions be explicitly known.

Weighted regularization This method consists of defining suitable intermediate spaces be-

tween W(curldiv) and HNO) coupled with a variational formulation with weighted

terms and which is consistent to the classical Maxwell's equations 1.2) (cf. [14]). This

method does not require the explicit knowledge of the singular forms.

The singular field method has gained wide popularity, since the structure of the singular functions

near reentrant edges and corner vertices are well known (cf. 6 131). In fact, let S denote the

space of singular functions for the Poisson's equation near reentrant edges of f2 (cf 20, 21]), then

the solution space 'Ho (curl , div) of the variational problem (1.10) can be split in a nonorthogonal

direct sum in the form (cf 29])

'Ho (curl, div) = HN (f2) ED grad S. (1.12)

Many problems in engineering and physics require the resolution of the Maxwell's equations

in three-dimensional axisymmetric domains with nonaxisyrnmetric data. In this case the compu-

tational cost can be considerably reduced if the so-called Fourier-finite-element method (FFEM)

is applied (cf. [5 9 24, 25, 26, 30, 32, 33]) for related examples. The FFEM combines the

approximating Fourier method with respect to the rotational angle using trigonometric polyno-

mials of degree < N (N --+ oc), with the finite element method on the meridian domain with

mesh size h (h -+ 0) for the approximation of the Fourier coefficients.

The FFEM has several advantages. The three-dimensional boundary value problem is reduced

by means of partial Fourier analysis to a sequence of decoupled two-dimensional boundary

value problems for which pre- and post-processing tools are readily available. In this case of

the Maxwell's equations, the reduced variational problems are decoupled and can be solved in

parallel.
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Our main concern in this paper, the first of two, is to lay the mathematical framework for

treating boundary value problems for the Maxwell's equations in three-dimensional axisymmetric

domains with reentrant edges, by means of the Fourier-finite-element method. In 34], the

numerical aspects of this method will be described. Here, we introduce on the plane meridian

domain suitable weighted Sobolev spaces for describing the solutions of the reduced problems

arising from the classical and regularized 3D Maxwell's equations. The trace properties of these

spaces on the rotational axis and some other properties are given, which are useful for further

numerical solution of the reduced problems by finite element method cf. 34]). It is proved

that the 2D problems are well-posed and a precise description of the asymptotic behavior of

the solutions near reentrant corners of the meridian domain is given. Moreover, some refined a

priori estimates of the solutions are proved.

It should be noted that the Fourier-finite-element approximation of the Maxwell's equations

in 3D axisymmetric domains with smooth boundary has been considered in 26], but there

the emphasis is laid on the computational strategy. Here, we try to present a comprehensive

mathematical framework for the implementation of the method.

This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 the partial Fourier analysis is

discussed and suitable weighted Sobolev spaces are introduced on the meridian domain for the

characterization of the two-dimensional problems. The formulation of the reduced problems is

given and it is proved that the problems are well-posed.

Section 3 is dedicated to the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the D

problems near reentrant corners of the meridian domain. A splitting of the solutions into regular

and singular parts is proved.

It should be noted that the procedure presented here can be extended very naturally to treat

Maxwell's equations and related problems in domains whose geometrical and material properties

are invariant with respect to one space variable.

2 Partial Fourier analysis and dimension reduction

2.1 The BVP in cylindrical coordinates

Let (X1, X2, X3) be the Cartesian coordinates of the point x E R3. Suppose that !� is axisymmetric

with respect to the X3-axis, and that the set f2 \ Fo ro is part of the X3-axis contained in f2)

is generated by rotation of a bounded plane meridian domain Q' C R2 (r, z) : r > 0}

about the X3-axis. Let aQ,, denote the boundary of Q,, and let r,, = n,, \ Po. We assume for
simplicity that r,, is made up of a finite number of straight line segments, i.e. 1", is polygonal,

and that r,, and r'o form right angles at the points zi = P,, n Po (i = 1, 2). Thus conical points

on the boundary of f2 are excluded but edges axe admitted, see Figure 2.1.
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Let r, W, z xl r Cos W, X2 = r sin �p, X3 Z), E 7r, 7r] denote the cylindrical coordinates.

Then the one-to-one mapping transforms the sets ! \ O and into the sets = Q, x (--7r, 7r]

and IF = ,, x (-7r, -7r], respectively, in cylindrical coordinates. Accordingly, for any function

f)(x), x E ! \ O, some function v(r, V, z) on is uniquely defined by

V (r, W, Z) : = b (r Cos W, r sinW, z), (2.1)

and for each vector field i (x) = P I (X), b2 (4 b3 (X))T x E f2 \ ro, some vector field v(r, W, z)

(V, (r, W, Z), V. (,r, V, Z), Vz (,r, V, Z))T is uniquely defined on by

V, = fl COS W + '62 sin W, v. = -f)l sin V+ f)2 COS W, Vz = f3- (2.2)

Thus the operators curl and div are given in cylindrical coordinates by

1 av, av, av, avz I 9(rv(P) 1 aVr)T
curlWz v r aW o9z az o9r r 9r r o9W (2.3)

div,,Pz v 1 o9(rVr) + 1 aVW + aVz

r ar r o9W az

By 2.1) and 2.2) mappings of the form L2(f�\170) 4 XO 'H(curl, !�\FO) -+ V(curlrVz, Q),1/2 (Q) I

WO (curl, div) --+ VO (curlW, I diVrWz) and HN FO) 4 VN (Q) are uniquely defined with

L* (Q) v = v(r, W, Z) IV12 drdVdz < oo, v 27r-periodic w.r.t. WI,2

X0 1/2V
1/2 P v = v(r, W, z) r 2

V(cur1rWz Q) v E (X1012 (Q))3 curlWz v E (X10/2 (q)) 3

Vo(curlrwz Q) fv G V(cur1rWz , M : vn, Vrnz = 0, VW 0 on F

VO(curlrVz I diVrVz) f v E Vo (cur1rWz Q) : diVrWV Ei X10/2(Mll (2.4)

VN (Q) fv E (X1012 (Q))3 aVr 09VW aVz 09V 1W 9vz 0V, 1- jr- I -I - 1 _5z_1 _ -V9 I ar 49Z az r aW r

I aW I v,, I V E XO vzn - vnz =0 v =0 on Fi.
r o9V r 9 1/2 A W
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The norms in these spaces coincide with the usual ones in Cartesian coordinates. They are

generated by the transformation 2.1) and 2.2) and are given by

2 1/2
IIvIIXO Ivi rdrdWdz

1/2 Q I

IIVI12 (n))3 + 1curlVZ V 112 (Q))3 11/2,IIvIIv(cur1,,,, 0) (X 2 (X 2
1/ I/

JIVII2 0 2 V112 1/2,
(X (Q)) 3 + Ilcurlrwz VII(X0 (Q))3 + Ildivrwz X0 (2.5)1 1 v I I v, (curl,,�, diVr,�) 1/2 1/2 1/ 2

IIIV112 9 2 9 2 1 2
II VI IV, Q) (X . (Q)) 3 - - -Or (Q)) 3 OVZ (X. (p))3 + avpz1/2 I NI IIXO

1/2 1/2 1/2A

+ lll(,,Vr _VV)I�20 + II (&V + Vr) 11 2 1/2

r OW X 0�0 X1/2A 1/2(Q)

The variational solution of the classical Maxwell's equations 1.2) in cylindrical coordinates is

determined as follows: Find u G V(cur1rVz, Q) such that

a(uv) f(v) forany v-VO(cur1,w,,,f2), where (2.6)

a(uv) curlrVz u - curlrvz v - a 2U. V I rdrdVdz, f (v) f - v rdrdWdz.

(2.7)

For the regularized Maxwell's equations 1.9) the weak solution is determined by:

Find u E VO(cur1rVzz, diVrVz) such that

b(u, v) h(v) for any v E VO(curlrWz, div), where (2.8)

b(u, v) f2 I CUr1rVZ u cur1rVZ V + divWZ U dVrVz V - a 2U vjrdrd�odz, (2.9)

h(v) f9 f -v rdrdWdz.

Remark 2.1. If the domain Q is convex, then the spaces VO(cur1rVz, divrWz) and VN(Q) coincide

and the sesquilinear form b(u, v) from 2.9) is coercive both n VO (curlrV,, divVz) and in VN (0)

and the two problems are equivalent.

2.2 Partial Fourier analysis

Functions u (Ur, UV, Uz)T E Xi'12 (Q))3 are 2-7r-periodic. Hence, using the orthogonal and com-

plete system 1, sin�o, cos V, - sinn�o, cos n�o, - - - } in L2(--7r, 7r) the components of the vector

field u can be represented in converging Fourier series by

00
S

Urn (r, Z) cos n�o + U' (r, z) sin n�o
Ur = E( rn

n=O

00

UV = E (Uvn(r, z) (- sin nV) + UVn (r, z) cos n�p) (2.10)

n=O
00

UZ = U (r, z) cos n�p + UZ'n (r, Z)sin nVV 
n=O

7



where the symmetric us = (U,", Us"" s")T and the antisymmetric u = U a U a U a T Fourier
n r W z n rn7 �pn) zn

coefficients are calculated in the standard way (cf. [5, 30, 32, 331).

We now introduce on the meridian domain Qa weighted Sobolev spaces needed for the study of

the Fourier coefficients of the solution of the 31) variational problems 2-6) and 2.8), respectively.

In the Cartesian system (r, z) let L2 (Pa) denote the usual Hilbert space of square integrable

functions with respect to the Lebesgue measure drdz. This space is equipped with the norm

11W11L2(Qa) (fn IW12 drdz) 1/2 for w G L2(Qa)-

a

Using the multi-index notation we introduce further the spaces

Definition 21.

X(Q") fW=W(rZ):r1/2WC-L2(Qa)j,

Wk,2(p") fw=w(rz):r'D,6wEL2(Qa),O<Iol<kI for k=1,2;areal,

(2.11)

X 1,2 Q") w EW1,2 1 E X(Qa))-
1/2 1/2(Qa) : r- w

These spaces are equipped with the norms

2 1/2 1/2
JjWjjW�k,2(q) 11r`DOw11L2(f2.)) IIWIIX(Q�) = 1jr WlIL2(Q.)' (2.12)

101<k

1JU111X�,2 (Q�) flIW112 II aW 11 2 (9.) + (9W 11 2 1/2

1/2 r (Qa) + Or X I I 09Z X(Q-) I

Lemma 21. The spaces X(Qa) and Wk,2 (Q") with the associated norms are Hilbert spaces.

Moreover the set DA) of ifinitely differentiable unctions with compact support on is
W,,1,2(Q,,)

dense in X(Qa) and in if a+ 12 > .

Proof: See Mercier/Raugel 30].

The above spaces are not sufficient to study the Fourier coefficients of functions E V(curlrp,, Q)-
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Definition 22. Let w (WI (r, Z), W2 (r, Z), W3 (r, z))'. We define the sets

V,(Q,) (X(Q"))3 19W2 I (rW2) al 09W3

(9z r 9r ' o9z ar

W, Qa) W (X Qa)) 3 W3 49W2 I 9(rW2) WI Iaw _ aW3 E X 0,,)
r i9z r ar r -j�z- -09r

Vo(Q.) W E WA) W2 0, W3n - wInz 0 on 10,

wo. (Q W C W (Q,,) W2 0, W3n - I n, 0 on Fa (2.13)

1 a(rwi) aW3
X0 (Q.) fW E 0A) � � + E X (Qa) ,

r 09r 09Z

1 o9(rwi) W2 aW3
UO' (Q.) f w E Wo'(Q.) - + x (0a) 1,

r ar r 49Z

1,2 (Q.) 3 - 1
V� (Q,,) fWE (W1/2 ): r WI T W2 E X (Q,),

W = 0, W3n - w1nz 0 on rail

1,2 3
W� (Q.) jw E WI/2 A) ): r-1(W1 - W2), r1W3 C X(Q,,),

W = , W3n - wInz = 0 on ral.

Definition 23. In the spaces in Definition 22 we define the norms

f IIWI12 + 11 11W2 1�2 + � 1,1(rW2) 12 + 11 9W1 IIW3112 1/2
(X(Q.))3 az X(Oa) r ar X(9a) az ar X(Pa)

� IIWI12 + 11 W _ 9W2 + 11 1 9(rW2) WI 112
IIWIIW'(Qa) (X(Q.))3 -T az X(Qa) r ar r X(na)

+ 11 aw _ aW3112 1/2 (2.14)

09Z 19r X(Qa) 7

111WI12 + 9W3112 1/2
IIWIIXa(Qa) va(,) + 1 19(rWl)

r az X(Oa)

IIWI12 1 0(rwi) W2 aW 2 1/2
11W11U(aj(Qa) Wa(O.) + 11 r a, r + az lix(fla) I

IIIW 112 112 112 1/2
(W 1,2(Q ))3 + Jjr-'wI (Q-) + 11'r-'W2 (Q-)l

1/2 a

IIIW 112 112 �j W3 12 11/2
11W11W,*(f2a = 2(Oa))3 + (W1 - W2) (Oa) + (Oa)(W11;2 r x r x

Lemma 2.2. The function spaces V'(Q,,), Xa (Qa), Ua Ma), Vk (Q,,) and W a) W'
9 ' Q 2th

the corresponding norms in 2.14) are Hilbert spaces.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 in 33], so we omit it. 0

For v = (v, (r, z), vz (r, Z))T and V) = 0(r, z) we introduce the notations

curlrzv - 49vz 49v, curlrzO = (190, _ 90)T, diVrzV = 09v, + 09vz , gradrO = ('9'P ''90) T.
o9r Oz az o9r ar i9z ar 9z

Remark 22. Suppose that , n Po = 0, i.e., the axisymmetric domain "� is hollow, then

weighting factors of the form r' (c : 0) are not needed for the boundedness of the norms in

Definition 23. By interchanging the first and second components of w = (WI, W2, W3 )T we

9



establish the ollowing equivalence (in terms of equivalent norms).

(i) The spaces Voa(Q,,) and Woa(Qa) are equivalent to H(Qa) Ro(curl,, Q). (ii) The spaces

Xo(Qa) and Uoa(Qa) are equivalent to H(Qa) x W(curl, div,,). iii) The spaces V�(Q,,) and

W�(Qa) are equivalent to Ho(Qa) x (HN(Q.))-

Lemma 23. The set (DAW is dense in V(Q,,) and W'(Qa).

Proof: Since the proof is the same in both cases, we prove the statement only for Va A) 

Choose r > sufficiently small such that the rectangle (0, rl) X (ZI, Z2) C Q see Figure 22.

Define the sequence fQkj, of subsets Of Qa by
a k=

Qka = Qa \ 0,,rjk-1) X (ZI, Z2)}, k = 1, 2,-

Obviously, the relations

Ok C nk+l C ... C Oa and U- 1 Ok = Oaa a k= a

hold. Let E Va A), then it is easy to see that

11V112. (pk) _� IIVI12a as k -� oo.
V a V (Q.)

Let Xk denote the characteristic function of Qka. Then the function XkV (interchange the first and

(Qk X H(CUrj'z' k) according to Remark 22. Thus,second components of v) belongs to H' a a

- k ))' is dense in H'(pk) XH(CUrl", Qk) (Cf. [15, 19, 28]), v can be approximated onsince (D(Q� a a

Qk by functions from D(Ok))3. Now we show that Xjcv -� v in Vaa a A). This follows from

11V-XkV 112. (f2a) = IIVI12 a(Qa\nk 0 as k -� oo, since IIVI12 a (Q.) < 00.
V V a V

Norms of functions defined on Q can be represented by norms of their Fourier coefficients defined

On Qa using generalized completeness relationships.
Theorem 2.1. (i) Let u = U"U�Oluj E (o S )T, a

1/2 (Q))' and let u' = uT'nuWn1uSn Un

(Ua a ua T (n E No = 0, 1, 2,- denote its Fourier coefficients. Then use t = r, W, z)rn7 vni zn

co
jjUtI12 s 112 (n.) + 1jua 112 + 'K s 112 (Q�) + 1jua 112

X0 /2A = 27rflluto X to X(Qa) 1:(Ilutn X tn XQ-)) < 00. 2.15)
n=1

(ii) If U E V(curl,,pz, Q), then the sums

S0112 + IjUsO112 + jjuaojj2 ,,) + ll,,Uao I�2
aO := 27rf 11ur XQa) Z X(f2a) W X 19Z X(Qa)

49u, 1 s 2 + II 9(ruao) 1�2
+ ro - UZO IIX( (2.16)

0Z ar Qa) r ar X(na) I'
00 aue 2

al := 7E E filue 112 (q.))3 + II nUe - Wn I
n (X r zn az X(Q�)

n= 1 eE f S'a}

2 + 09(ru' n 209urn _ 09U.n (pn _-U e (2.17)
+ I I (9Z (9r L(Q-) r ar r rn�IX (f2a) I

10



are bounded and

IIU1I'V(cur1,,,,Q) :� a + al. (2.18)

(iii) If u E Vo(curl,�,,,, divw,), then the series

arus a 2 00 1 arue n au e, 2a2 ::= 27r rO + uio + 7r rn _U�on + -
r ar 09Z EQ.)l E E flir 49r r a I(QJ

n=1 eElsa}

is bounded and

IIUI12 aO + al a2. (2.19)
V(curlr�oz diVr,,z)

(iv) If u E VN(Q) then

IIUI12 so 112 IjUso 112 + IIUW0112 + 11 U.,0 112
VN (Q = 274 II UT 2 (Oa) + z W1,2(Q 2 (Q.) rW11;2 1/2 W�1;2 r X(Q-)

1 2 00 1 211 _Uao + r Y e eE jIIUeII2 2 (Q.)), U n -nu(P n (W 1, 1P1/2n=1 eElsa)

Ue _ Ue 2 Ue 112+ 11 r (n Irn Wn) II X (O.) + n zn < 00. (2.20)

The symbol EeCf,,,a) means summation over s and a, respectively.

Proof. The proof of this theorem can be taken from 32, 33]. 0

We will use subsequently the notation Ue to mean some property holds for the Fourier coefficientn

us as well as u'n n'

Using the completeness relationships in Theorem 2.1 we can show that the Fourier coefficients

Ue of the solution u of the 3D BVPs 2.6) and 2.8), respectively, are contained in the spacesn

given in Definition 2.2. Thus, these spaces can be used to study the Fourier coefficients of u.

Lemma 24. (i) Let u C- Vo(curlw,, Q) and let e = ue e ue (n E No) denote 'tsn rn, Wn, Z"

Fourier coefficients. Then e E Voa(Q,,) and U', E Wo'(Q,,), n E N 1, 2,0 n
(ii) If U E Vo(curl,,pz, divrp,), then u E Xo(Qa) and U E Uo(Qa), n E N.

o n
(iii) If U E VN (Q), then Ue E V� A) and Ue E W

0 n � A), n E N.

Proof. Follows from the completeness relationships 2.18), 2.19), 2.20) and Definition 2.2. 

The spaces containing the Fourier coefficients u' of the solution u of the 3D BVP contain

weights of the form r- 1 and in the case where r' : 0, it is important, particularly in view of the

numerical approximation of uen to investigate the traces of Ue on Po. In Mercier/Raugel 30 an

basic assertion for functions w E X 1 2 is given. We sate the result in the following lemma.
1�2(Qll)

Lemma 25. Let X 1,2 A) be defined as in 2.11), withro 0. Then, there is a continuous
1/2

1 2 1 2
linear mapping -y : X1�2(Qa) 4 L2(r'O) such that for all E X1�2(Qa) the relation -y(w)

w(O, z) = 0 holds in L2 WO)



Proof: See 30, Proposition 4.11. 0

We now proof using Lemma 25 some assertion on the traces of the Fourier coefficients U'n

(n C o) which will be useful in defining the finite element subspaces, see 34].

Lemma 26. Let u E VN(Q) and let u (n E o) denote its Fourier coefficients. Thenn

e = Ue � on ro, e 1 � e 1 ue 0 on 1O and u', = ,, = e
Uro �O r �p z r �O zn = on o for n > 2.

Proof. Using the completeness relation 2.20) we easily verify the relations uO, u' E X 1,2 A),r 1/2

e e e 1,2 ue X12I U p G A) and 'rn U n, E 1�2(Qa) for n > 2 The assertions then followr �O z 1/2 W z

from Lemma 25.

Lemma 27. Suppose the plane meridian domain Qa is convex. Then

(i) the space Xoa(Q,,) coincides with Vk(Qa) and the norms 11 . lix0a(Q.) and 1 - jy�(Q.) are equiv-

alent.

(ii) the space oa(Qa) coincides with W�(Qj and the norms 16�-(Qa) and 11 11W,�(na) are

equivalent.

Proof: Since Qa is convex, the three-dimensional domain Qa (-7r, -7r] is also convex.

Let v = Vi(rZ),V2(rZ),V3(r, Z))T G Xoa(Qa)- Then from the completeness relationship 2.19)

27rjjvjjX-(Q. < oo. Nowwe deduce that v E Vo(curlrwzl divWz) and 111vo(curlr,�,diVrw, = 0

since is convex, according to Remark 21 v E VN(Q) and JjvjjVN(Q = 27rjjvjjVk(Q. < oo, i.e.

V G Vk(Qa). The reverse argument shows that v E Vk(Q,,) implies v E Xoa(Qa). The equiva-

lence of the norms in these spaces follow from the equivalence of norms in the three-dimensional

spaces VO(curl,�Ozl divrwz) and VN(Q).

Now let v = (v, (r, Z), V2 (r, Z), V3 (r, Z))T E U67A). Then the function

,�, = vl(rz)sin�oV2(rz)COSWV3(rz)sin�O)T c V(curl,�,z, divw,) and Jj-�rjjVO(curl,,o,,div,,p,)

7rjjvjjU-(Q. < oo. It follows from Remark 2.1 that VN(Q) and 711VJJW,�(q.) < 00.
0 IN111YN(Q)

Similarly, v E Wk(f2,,) implies v E Uoa(f2a)-

2.3 The dimension reduction of the 3D BVP

The solution u of the variational equations 2.6) and 2.8) can be represented by Fourier series

according to 2. 10) with Fourier coefficients u' (r, z) (n E NO) being the unique solutions of ann

infinite sequence of two-dimensional boundary value problems in the plane meridian domain Qa-

For simplicity let us introduce the notations

aue aue Oque 1 a(rue T
r"u", n e �on rn zn �on n e (2.21)

curl'. := ( Ir Uzn az az ar r 49r r UM)

e 1 a(run) n Aguezn
div' zu +r�o n r Or r �on 09Z

(f2))3 and let u', v and fe (n NO)Lemma 28. Let u, v E Vo (curlr�o,, Q) and f E (X1012 n n

denote the Fourier coefficients of u, v and f, respectively defined according to 2. 10). Then the

12



sesquilinear form a(u, v) and the linear functional f (v) from 2.7) have the following represen-

tation:
00

27r ao (u', v') + ao ua (Ua, ,)(u, v) = 0, va) + 7 a,, u', v') + an (2.22)0 0 0 n n 0 n

n=1

7r fo, V, + f0a V,) s+ fna Va) 1,
f (v) = 2 0 0 + 7Ef fns(vn n (2.23)n=1

en'V') n rzan (U n f f curl,;,u' - curln - a2ue . V' Irdrdz, (2.24)

fe(ve) f fn, . ve rdrdz. (2.25)n n
Proof. Replacing the functions u, v and f in the definition of a(u, v) and f (v) (cf. 27) by

their corresponding Fourier series and using Fubini's and Lebesgue theorems, respectively, we

get the assertions. M

Theorem 2.2. For f c X0 let u E V(curlrpz, Q) be the solution of the variational1/2A)"
problem 2.6) and let fn, fna and u', a (n E NO) denote the Fourier coefficients of f and u,

respectively. Then u and a are solutions of the two-dimensional variational equationsn n
find U E V6a A) ao (u', w) = fo' (w) for any we Vo'(Q,,), (2.26)

0 0

n=0: find Ua G Voa (f2a) ao (ua, W) = f0a (w) for any w E Vo(Qa), (2.27)
find u G Woa(Qa) a. (u', w) = f n (w) for any E MA), (2.28)

n n
n EN: find a (Ua, W) = f na (W)

Woa (f2a) an n for any w E Wo'(Q,,), (2.29)

where the functionals an(-, -) and fne(.) are defined by 2.24) and 2.25), respectively.

Proof. We consider in Vo(curI,�,,, ) special test function 0) and V(n) defined by

V (0) (W I (r, Z), 0, W3 (r, Z)) T G Voa (p"),

V(n) (wi(rz)cosn�oW2(rz)(-sinn�o),W3(rz)cosn�O)T, n G N, (2.30)

with wl(rZ),W2(rZ),W3(rZ))TGWoa(Qa)-

Clearly, the functions 0) and V(n) from 2.30) belong to Vo(curlwz, Q). Replacing v in relations

(2.22) and 2.23) by 0) and v(') from 2.30), respectively, we obtain the identities 2.26) and

(2.28). On the other hand, to get the identities 2.27) and 2.29) we use in 2.22) and 2.23),

respectively, the test functions

V(') AW2(r, Z), 0) T E Voa (Q,,),

V(n) (wl(,rz)sinnVW2(rz)cosn�oW3(rz)sinn�O)T, n G N,

with (wj(rZ),W2(rZ),W3(rZ))T E Woa (Q.) - 0

Remark 23. Relation 2.10) and the system 2.26)-(2.29) imply that the three-dimensional

variational problem 2.6) with solution u G V(curlr�,, Q) can be plit nto a system of decou-

pled two-dimensional variational problems 2.26)-(2.29). In practice, the system 2.26)-(2.29)

13



is solved and the solution u G V(curl,�O, Q) of 2.6) is obtained by means of Fourier synthesis

according to 2.10). Thus, we need to prove that the system 2.26)-(2.29) is uniquely solvable for

any given right-hand sde function fn E (X(Qa ))3.

We employ subsequently tools from operator theory to prove existence and uniqueness of

solution of the two-dimensional variational problems 2.26)-(2.29). First, let us introduce for

simplicity the following notations:

_a2 + n2 n 0 0 - n 9
rT rT r Y'- 0

- n - ce2+ 1 0 9 a n '9
Ano r-T _rT Ani - -67r - - -57 - D-Z

0 0 _a2 + n2 9 n a a
az r r 9r

a2 0 112
=9Z Tar-;-z

An2 0 a2 a2 0' zarm aT
a2 a2

araz 0 aT2

Define the differential operator Ln (n E No) in X(Q"))3 by

Ln Ano + Ani + An2 such that L, : D(Ln) c (X(Q"))3 __+ X(Q"))3,

D(,Co) VO'(Q.); D(L.,,) = Wo'(Q,,), n E N. (2.31)

Lemma 29. The unbounded operator Ln in (X(Pa))' defined by 2.31) is a closed operator

with dense domain D(Ln)-

Proof: (i) Let fUn'OkEN be a sequence i D(Ln) such that Unk -+ u and LnUnk -+ f as
-+ oo. Since D(Cn) is a Hilbert space, ue E D(Ln). Thus fne = liMk,,,,,CnUnk = Lnu', i.e.,

n n

Ln is closed 

(ii) The denseness of the domain follows from the inclusion (D(Qa) )3 C D(L,,) and Lemma 2.1.

0

For fne E (X A ))3, n E No, the two-dimensional boundary value problems 2.26)-(2.29) are

equivalent to determining Ue E D(Ln) such thatn

Ln Ue = fn, n E No, in Q, (2.32)n

where the derivatives are to be understood in the sense of distributions.

Theorem 2.3. Let fn E (X(Qa ))3, n E No, and a =,4 0. Then, there exist unique solutions

e E D(L,), n E: No, of the the two-dimensional variational problems 2.26)-(2.29). Moreover,Un

the solutions Ue satisfy the a priori estimates

1�2 �IfoU e < C q2 Ilue �12 2 n E N. (2.33)
0 VOa (X n WOa (X(Q.))3'

�I (Q.) (f2a) < Ifn

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.3 follows from the following three lemmas.

14



Lemma 210 (Uniqueness). The solutions u of the generalized BVPs 2.32) are unique.n

Proof: To prove this statement we show that

Ker(L,) = fvn E D(Ln) : Lnvn = 0 = fl for any n E No.

Suppose on the contrary that there is an n E No and a function

Vn = (vin ri Z), V2n (r, Z), V3n (r, Z))T C D(Ln) with vn :� and such that Lnvn = . Define the
function V(n = (vIn) (,r, �0, Z), vIn) r, (n) (,r, W, z)),

r W (P7 Z), vZ C Vo(curlrvz, Q) by setting

v(0 = vo(rZ),V20(rZ),V30(rz))', if n=O,

V(n = (vl,,(rz)sinn�oV2n(rz)cosn�oV3n(rz)sinn�O)T if n C- N. (2.34)

By direct computation and the fact that the Fourier coefficient of n belongs to Ker(Ln) one

verifies

curlr�oz urIWZ v (n _ C,2v(n = in Q.

This implies that a 2 is an eigenvalue of the operator curlrwz curlrvz in Vo (curlrz, Q) which

contradicts the assumption in Theorem 1.1. 0

To prove solvability (i.e. existence of solution) of the boundary value problems 2.32) or equiva-

lently 2.26)-(2.29), we show that the kernel Ker(L*) of the adjoint operator L* to Ln containsn n

just the trivial element, i.e. Ker(L*) = f 01, and secondly, that the range R(Ln) of L" is closed,n

and conclude from the Banach's closed range theorem 40, 41] that R(Ln) = X(Q"))3 That is

for any f,, E (X(Qa) )3, there exists a un E D(Ln) such that 2.32) is satisfied.

Let us introduce the notations

-d2 + n2 n 0
TT -rT

A*O - n -a 2+ I 0
n r7 -rT I

-a2 + n 2
0 0 ry

a 2 0 2

-=9Z r DT +

A* _2 a 92 a 2
n2 0 r -a r 7 - az 0

a a2 2

r araz 0 r 37 - -arm

Then the adjoint operator L t Ln and its domain D(L*) are given by (use the Green's formulasn n

(cf. 40]) to determine C*)

L* A*O -A T + A*2 such that L* : D(L*) (X(Q"))3 _� (X(f2a ))3,n n nI n n n

D(L*) Voa(Q), D(L*) = /Voa(Q), n E N.o n

Lemma 211 (Solvability). Let the operator L be defined by (2-31). Then for any f, 

(X A) ) 3the generalized boundary value problem 2.32) has a solution un E D(,Cn)-

15



Proof: (i) Since a 2 being an eigenvalue of the operator L implies d2 is an eigenvalue of its

adjoint L, similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 210 show that Ker(L* = 01.n n

(ii) To show that R(L,) is closed, we suppose that fnkjk'=j is a Cauchy sequence in R(L7,

Then for each k E there is a function Uk E D(Ln) such that

LnU.k = fnk in Q.. (2.35)

By the a priori estimates 2.33) (to be proved in Lemma 212 below) the corresponding sequence

jun = Ulnk(r, Z),U2.Jr, Z),U3.k(rZ))Tjo I is a Cauchy sequence in the Hilbert spacek=

D (L.,,) and therefore converges to a function u = ul,, (r, Z), U2n (r, Z), U3,n (r, Z))T E D(Ln). Now

let LnUn = fn, then we have

0 = lim Ln (Unk - Un = liM fnk - fn -
k-+oc k-4co

The estimates 2.33) follow directly from Lemma 212 and the closed graph theorem (cf. 41]).

Lemma 212. Let the operator Ln be defined by 2.31). Then, there exists a constant C > 

independent Of Un, such that

IIUJD(L� < CjjLnUnjj(X(Q,))3 for any Un z- D(Ln), n E No. (2.36)

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that the inequality 2.36) is not

Z))TI of
satisfied. Then we can define a sequence 1Unkjk'=j = �(U1nk(rZ),U2nk(rZ),U3nk(r, k=

functions Unk EE D(Ln) such that

11Unk11D(Cn) = for each k E 1 and lim JjLnUnk11(X(Q.))3 = 0. (2.37)
k-+oo

We define in VO (curlwz, Q) the sequence f U(n) 100 f (U(n) (,r, �0' Z), U(n) (r, W, Z), U(n) (r,,P, Z))TIOO
k k= rk Wk zk k=1

of functions by

U(0) (UlOk(rZ),U20k(rZ),U30k(rZ))T for n=O,
k (2.38)

U(n) (Ulnk(rz)sin�0,U2,,�k(7-,Z)COS�0,U3nk(rz)sin�O)T for nEN,
k

with Unk = (Ulnk (r, Z), U2.k (r, Z), U3nk (r, Z))T from 2.37). Theorem 1. 1 then infers that for each

k E N there exists an f (n) E (X, (Q)) 3 such that the boundary value problem
k 1/2

(n) 2 (n) = f (n) (n) (n)
curInpcurl u _ a U in Q u(n) = 0, u nz - u nr 0 on IF 2-39)TWz k k k Wk rk zk

is satisfied. It follows from the completeness relation 2.20) and relation 2.37) the equations

11ukO)11v,(cur1,,,,n) = 27r7 1ju (n) lIv.(curl,,n) n E N, (2.40)

lim jjcurlr�pzcurlr�ozU (n) _ a 2u (n)jj(X"("))" = lM jjf(n)jj(XO (9)) 3 = 0.

k-+co k k 1/ k--�oo k 1/2

The space (L2 (!�)) 3 admits the orthogonal decomposition (cf [15, 19])

(L2 (f�)) 3= gradHol (�2) (D R (div 0, f�) = f -� E (L2 (!�)) 3 : div 01.
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In cylindrical coordinates this means

(Q) 3 0
(X1012 grad,,,V(Q) (D V(div,,,,O, Q), (2.41)

where

0 ao
V(Q) X112A : E X 2(Q) and 0 on r

c9r az r o9�o

Thus each u) E D(L,) can be split in the formk

U(- = gradrVZO (n) + (n) (2.42)
k k k

(n) 0with Vk E (Q) and tk E V(divWZ0, Q). Substituting 2.42) in 2.39) and taking account

that curlWzgradrvz = we get

(n _ 2 (n _ a2 t (n = f (n) in Q, (2.43)curlrwzcurlrvztk a gradr�ozok k k

(n = 0, t(n = 0, t(n)nz _ t(n)nr = on r.
k Wk rk zk

Since gradrVz,0(") E (X1012 (Q) 3 we can write 2.43) in the formk

curlrpzcurlrvzt(-) - a 2t(n) = k(n) in Q,
k k k

t (n) = 0, t(n)nz t(n )n, = on r,
Wk rk zk

with a new right-hand side (n) f (n) agradrvzo (n) . Hence, using Theorem 1.1 we conclude
fk k k

that V E Vo(curlwz, ) nV(divrvzO, ). By the compactness theorem (cf. 38, 39]) thek

sequence jtnj, contains a subsequence, which we denote again by ftnj, that converges in
k k= k k=

(X1012 (0)) 3-

On the other hand, if we apply the divergence operator to equation 2-43) and take account that

diVr(Pzcurlr�,,v = we obtain the boundary value problem

-a 2divrpgradrvz 0(n) = diVrwz f (n) in 92 0(n = on r, (2.44)k k 7 k

where in 2.44) the derivatives have to be understood in the weak sense, see also [18]. Thus

< Cjjf(n)jj(X'
_)JI(X0 (f2))3 kJjgradrVz0k 1/ 1/2

Since f (n) -+ 0 as k -+ oo, it implies that grad,0 (n) -+ 0.
k k

Finally, it follows from the analysis above that the sequence IU(n)j, contains a subsequence,k k=

which we denote again by f U(n) that converges in (X 0 3 and such that the relation
k k= 1/2

(n)_ 2u(-)Il )), -+ 0 holds. Thus, the sequence fU(n)}00 I is a Cauchy se-
llcurlr�ozcurlr�ozuk a k (X112(Q k k=

quence in the Hilbert space Vo(curlrVz, Q) and therefore converges in the norm 11 - llv,)(curlr,�,n)

to an element U(n) G Vo(curlwz, Q). Since jcurIrpcurlrVzU (n) - a 2U(n)ll(Xo (Sj))3
1/2

(n) - a2 U(n)jj(X0 (,,))3 = 0, it follows that U(n) = 0 which contradictsliMkm JcurlWcurlrVzUk k. 1/2
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relations 2-40) and (2-37). 0

We now consider the classical Maxwell's equations 2.8). Naturally, similar statements as in

Lemma 29, Theorems 22 and 23 can be formulated for problem 2.8).

(Q))3 and let e, Ve and fn6Theorem 2.4. (i) Let u, v E VO(curlvz, div,�,,,) and f G V12 n n

(n E N) denote the Fourier coefficients of u, v and f, respectively, defined according to 2.10).

Then the functionals b(u, v) and h(v) from 2.9) can be represented in the form

00
0, Va (ua, Va)b(uv) = 27rjbo(u',v')+bo(u' I + D b,(u', v') + bn (2.45)0 0 0 ) n n 0 n

n=1

(v) = 27r f MO vo' + ho' vo' I + ir hs (Vs + h a Va) (2.46)n n n n
n=1

bn (ueve) �curln e - curl' Ve + d 1p Ve 2 e . e Irdrdz, (2.47)
n n rz n rz n n n n n

a

h' (Ve) fe . e
n n vnrdrdz. (2.48)

(it) For f E X 2A)" let u E Vo(curlwz, dz'vwz) be the solution of the three-dimensionali/

B VP 2.8). If uen and fn are the Fourier coefficients of u and f according to 2.10), then the un

are unique solutions of the two-dimensional variational equations

n=0: find ue0 E XOa (Q,,) bo (ue, W) e(W)

ho for any G Xoa(Qa), (2.49)

n EN: find ue E Uoa(Qa) bn (ue W) = h e(W) for any w E oa(Qa),n n n

with b, and h e (.) from 2.47) and 2.48), respectively.n

(iii) The solutions u satisfy the a priori estimatesn

11 ue 112 < Cjjfejj2 Ilue112 (,. < Cjjfnejj2
0 (Q.) (X(Q�))3, n Oa - (X(Q�))3, n E N. (2.50)

Proof- The proof of Theorem 24 can be carried out using similar arguments as in the proof

of Lemma 29, Theorem 22 and Theorem 23, so we omit it.

In the following theorem, we prove some refined a priori estimates for the solutions ue of (2.49),

which indicate some additional regularity of the 3D solution u of 2.8) with respect to the angle

1P_

Theorem 25. Suppose that the three-dimensional axisymmetric domain !� (i.e. Q in the

(r, W, z) -system) is convex. For f E Xi'12 A)' let u G V (curlrv,, divvz) be the solution of

the 3D B VP 2.8). Let ue = ue fen)Tn rn, Uvn, U'zn)' and fne = Wen, f�en, , (n E NO) be the Fourier

coefficients of u and f, respectively. Then the u' satisfy the following a priori estimates:n

jjuejjV e I I (X (f2.)) 30 � (Q.) e I I (X (f2.)) 3, 11U'UW�(Qa) C111fo < C211fn (2.51)

(ii) 1111n JJW�(Q.) C3 � 11un 11(w 2q.))3 1 1 2 e C4 Jjfn'jj(X(Q�))3 for n > 2.
1;2 ��r n��(X(Q,))31 T2

(2-52)
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Proof. The estimates 251) follow from the a priori estimates 250) and the fact that for

convex domains the space (Q,,) coincides with Vo'(Q,,) and Uo'(Q,,) coincides with Wo'(Q,,)

and the norms in these spaces are equivalent, see Lemma 25.

For simplicity we use C > subsequently to mean some generic constant which has different

values at different points, but is independent of n and of the corresponding Fourier coeffi-

cients. In order to prove assertion 2.52) we note again that for convex domains the spaces

VO (curlWz , div,,,,) and VN (Q) from 2.4) coincide and the sesquilinear form b, -) from 2.9 is

coercive in both spaces, that is there exists a positive constant C such that

IIUI12 < Cb (u, u) for u G VN (Q). (2-53)
YN (Q -

Taking into account the definition of Woa(Q,,), the inequality 2.53), the completeness relation-

ships 2.20) and 2.45), we derive the estimates

IIU, 112 < CJIIU e II(W,1;2 ))3 1 Ue n-nUeIl2
n WOa (Q-) n 2 (f2a lir r V X(Qa)

+ llnue - en 112 + n 211 1UenllX(Qj < Cbn (Ue Ue (2.54)
r r W X(Q.) r n n

Before we proceed, let us prove first the following equivalent relation.
112 112 nU, 2 112

2 11 1 Ue. 211 Ue e en - +n - n _U n -U
r (Q.) �O (P.) < C� 'Urn �on llX(f2.) + 11'r r r �on Ir X r r (Q.)

2l lue l12 2l lue 112
< C In . rn X (Q.) +n . 'Pn X W.) I for n > 2. (2-55)

For n > 2 the inequality

2 16n (n- 1) (2.56)
9 n

holds. rom

n - 1 ) Urn n Uen 1Uen - 1(lue n_ nue n),
n r r r n r r

we get the estimate

, )211 Ue 1 112 2 11 1 ue. n 112
n - - rn 112 < 211 nU en - _Uen +_ - _Ue n (2.57)

n r X(Qa) 'r r W X (Q-) n2 r r 'P X(f2.)

Similarly, one proves the estimate

1)211uenII2 e n 112 2 llnue 'Ue 112

(n - n r x(Q.) < 2 lir Urn - rUWn X Wa)+n2 rn - Ir Wn X(n.) (2.58)

The first inequality in 2.55) follows from 2.56) - 2.58). The second inequality is as a result

of the triangle inequality.

Using 2.54) and 2.55) we get

Ilue 112 e 112 2 1 e 112
n w A) <_ C3 Un 2(Q.))3 + n Un

W11;2 llr (X(f2a))3

(ueue) < IIfnII e 1 elln n n - ell(X(QaCbn (X(Qa ))3 II U II(X(Qa ))3<ClIfn ))3 llr U (X(Qa))3 for n > 2.

(2.59)
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By means of the c-inequality 2a < a 2/E + Eb 2 we get by taking = n 2 the relation

I 1 � ' 11fe ��2Jjf,'�jj(X(Q�))3 U e < - '112 211 UeW (X(Q.)), + n n (2.60)[r '� (X(Q�))3 - 2 2 r ( (.)) 3

Finally, relations 2.59) and 2-60) prove the assertion 2.52).

3 Singularities in the 2D solutions

We consider in this section a further splitting of the solutions u' (n C- o) of the two-dimensionaln

variational equations 2.26) - (2.29) near reentrant corners of the meridian domain Q,, into regular

and singular parts. Since regularity of solution of BVPs is a local problem, we restrict ourselves

to domains Q,, with only one reentrant corner on the boundary r,'. Thus, let E" = (rk, Zk) E 1,,

be a reentrant corner of Q, We introduce in the (r, z)-plane local polar coordinates with respect

to E,, viz., r - rk = R cos(O + 00, Z - Zk = R sin(O + 00. Define in Q,, a circular sector G,, with

radius RO and angle 00 by (see Figure 32)

0,, = f (r, z) E 0,, : 0 < R < RO, 0 < < 00 G,, \,9G, (3.1)

where o9G,, is the boundary of G,,.

Z Z

Z2

r'O Ga
0

Zk ---------

Ea

Z,

'rk r

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2

Define a smooth cut-off function q (,r, z) (R) by

1 for < R < RO/3

(R) = (R) E C- [0, oo) (3.2)

O for R > 2RO/3

and consider the function u' := 77ue (n E No) which describes the solution of the boundary
n77 n

value problems (2.26) - (2.29) in the neighborhood Ga of the corner with vertex Ea. It can be

shown (cf. 20, 24, 32]) that Uen77 is also a solution of boundary value problems of the same type

(2.26) - (2.29) but with a modified right-hand side G (X(Ga ))3 . For simplicity, we omit

e
subsequently the subscript 77 and write u' and f7' , respectively, in place of u',7 and n . Thus,n n fn
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the behavior of the solutions of the problems 2-26 - 2.29) is described in the circular sector

G,, by the solutions of the boundary value problems:

n = find tie Voa (G.) ao (u', w) = fo(w) for any w c- Voa (G,,), (3.3)o 0

n G N: find u G oa(Ga) an(U',W = f,,(W) for any w Woa(G.), (3.4)n n

where the functionals a,,(-,.) and fe(.) are defined by 2-24) and 2.25), respectively, but this

time on the domain Ga-

Theorem 31. For fn C- (X(Ga))', the solutions tie (n E NO) of the variational equations 3.3),n
(3.4) are generalized solutions of the following two-dimensional BVPs in G,,:

2uen 2uen n Iue n 2
Z r - - vn _ _Ue a 2Uen +n Ue n - a2Uen fren) (3.5)

o9r,9z 09Z2 r09r .2 vn r r 2 T r
a2uen 492 Uep n n 49u'n 1 ae n n auen n e e 2 eV __ _. _ r _ _ _ V _- e

09r2 9Z2 +r o9r r2 9r 'r2 aZ r Urn rU IPn a n fVn, (3-6)

a 2ue 492ue I Uen n49Uen 149Uen n2e 2Ue e
rn __ zn _ r V __ + _ n -a n : fzn, (3.7)

49r49z jr-2 r o9z 9 r 09r .2 z Z
e e 0, Ue

Urnnz - unnr = �on =0 on o9Ga- (3-8)

For < 0 < 27r A = and n - No, the solutions Ue of 3.3), 34) admit the decompositionoo n

(U en7U .)I = (We n, We J +(se n, se J := -ynegradzr Z r Zr Z (qRA sin(AO)), (3.9)
e e + se = _,e 2 (We We T

uwn = WVn Wn IPn?7RA sin (AO), Wwn c- H (Ga), rn, n E WN(Ga), (3.10)

where -yne, -Yepn are some complex numbers, R, 0, 00 as well as 77 are taken from (3.1) and (3.2),

and HN(G,,) = fv E (H'(Ga) )2 : Vrnz - vzn, = 0 on 49Gal. For 0 < Oo < -7r and n E No the

relation Ue E HN(G,,) holds.n

Proof: Theorem 23 infers that there are unique solutions of the variational equations 3.3),

(3.4). Since 0 < ro r < ri holds for (r, z) E Ga, Remark 22 implies that 1 U en, 1 u en, 1 Ue 1'9uenrT r _,7 p r zn, r O I

1 auen 1 90n 1 9u�n 1 9ue- 1 9ue G 2 (Ga). As a consequence the boundary value problem
r az I r ar I r az 7 r t9r I r 9z

(3.5 - 3-8) is equivalent to the BVPs

2iie =curlrzcurlzfi' - a in i n Ga, ilrnnz - fL'Z,,,nr 0 on i9Ga, (3.11)n n

Aiie = fen in G, on 49G (3.12)�Pn iivn = a,

)T ine = en, fen) T
where Wn (i4n, f4n and r z with

n2 nOqUe n
Fe e Ue+ - Vn+ ueJrn f - -rn 7-2 rn r ar _2 Vn,

2 qUe I ae 1 49Ue
n n o Wn rn + znfze jrzen .2 Ue

n Zn + r 49Z r49z r 9r

ne 2Ue n 09Uern 1 CqUe n n (qUere +.2 Ue Ip zn
JVn fVn + -Urn a n �pn

r r i9r r o9r r (9Z

We observe that (3-11) is the two-dimensional Maxwell's equations on the sector Ga and 3.12)

is the Poisson's equation on the sector G,,. For these problems the structure of the solutions
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near reentrant corners is well known, see e.g. 6 8, 13, 31, 29] for the Maxwell's equations and

[20, 21] for the Poisson's equation, where the results 3.9) and 3.10) can be confirmed. 0

Remark 31 i From 3.9) and 3.10) we observe that the Fourier coefficients of the angular

component uV of the solution u = u" U�01 U, )T of the 3D boundary value problem 2.6) exhibit

higher regularity results than the coefficients of the radial u, and axial u, components.

(ii) Theorems 22 and 3.1 prove that the approximation of the three-dimensional boundary value

problem 1.2) n axisymmetric domains with reentrant edges can be done by approximating a

finite number of the 2D BVPs 2.26 - 2.29) using e.g. the singular function method with

H1 -conforming nodal finite elements (cf. 7, 29]) as explained in [34].

Using the classical principles of coupling local and global regularity results (cf. [18, 20, 21])

we can formulate the following theorem:

Theorem 32. Suppose the domain has only one reentrant corner E, E r", with angle
(X(Q"))3 let u' Ue T

7r < 00 < 27r, ie. satisfies 12 < < 1. For fne E n = Mm, U�on zn00
(n E NO) be the unique solutions of the 2D B VPs 2.26) - (2.29). Then the u' have the following

representation:

e )T = we.)T + (se
(Urnuen (wren, M, S'zn)' = -y.gradrz (77RA sin,\O) in Q,

u e n = w en + S'n = -Y'nRATsin,\O in P,�O �o �o �O
we = (weO, We (, WO) T (E We = (we we T EV�(Q,,) and n, W'n, nW Z n r W
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